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Abstract: The electron collection efficiency (CE) of the photomultiplier tube based on microchannel plates (MCP-PMT) is limited by the 
MCP open area fraction. Coating MCP with a high secondary yield material is supposed to be an effective approach to improve CE. Both 
typical and coated MCP-PMTs are developed. A relative measurement method is proposed to characterize the collection efficiency 
performance. Results show that the PMT based on the coated MCPs has a significant improvement on CE, a good gain uniformity and a 
high precise energy resolution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO) [1]-
[6] was proposed as the Daya Bay [7]-[9] II in 2012. The 
energy resolution was required to be 3%�𝐸𝐸(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀), which 
means that the detection efficiency (DE) of the 20-in. 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) should be above 25 %. At that 
time, none of the 20-in. PMT products could meet this 
criterion. In this situation, the 20-in. large area PMT based on 
the microchannel plates (MCP-PMT) [10], [11] was proposed 
and developed by the MCP-PMT collaboration formed by the 
scientists from the Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) 
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Northern Night Vision 
Technology Co., LTD (NNVT) and the Xi’an Institute of 
Optics and Precision Mechanics (XIOPM) of the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences.  

The 20-inch MCP-PMT prototype is shown in Fig.1. It is 
well known that DE is the product of quantum efficiency 
(QE) and collection efficiency (CE) [12]. To obtain a high 
DE, QE and CE should be fairly high. For the high QE 
performance, transmission and reflection photocathode layers 
are deposited on the inner face of the upper and lower semi-
ellipsoidal glass shell, respectively.  

 

Fig.1.  Schematic diagram of the 20-inch MCP-PMT. 

CE is another crucial parameter. In the 20-inch MCP-PMT, 
a pair of “V” stacked MCPs is adopted to displace the 
conventional discrete dynodes. Compared to the dynodes, 
MCPs offer some outstanding features, such as high gain, fast 
time response, stable operation even in high magnetic fields, 
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low power consumption, and easy assembly. In the early 
MCP-PMT samples, MCP is uncoated. The flat inter-channel 
area on the MCP input face is a nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr) 
electrode which has a maximum secondary electron yield 
(SEY) at typical incidence 

 (𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈ 1 (1) 

for primary energy E ≈ 500 eV [13]. Photoelectrons striking 
at the Ni-Cr have a strong possibility of being absorbed 
without emission. Accordingly, CE of the early MCP-PMT is 
limited by the MCP open area fraction (Aopen) [14]. 
Considering secondary electron emission phenomenon on the 
MCP input electrode, the contribution of electrons to the 
MCP-PMT collection efficiency can be divided into two 
parts. One of them is represented by the photoelectrons 
entering the channel entrances directly, which is referred to 
as the primary electron contribution CEp. The other part 
consists of generations of secondaries (excited by electrons 
striking the MCP input electrode) entering the channel 
entrances by an appropriate-directed electric field, which is 
referred to as the secondary electron contribution CEs. It is 
evident that CEp is never greater than Aopen. The only 
approach to make CE a significant improvement is to improve 
CEs. Accordingly, plating a high SEY material on the first 
MCP in the MCP-PMT is proposed [15], [16]. A great deal of 
secondaries can be excited by the photoelectrons impacting 
the MCP coated electrode and be collected by MCP channels. 
This approach has already been validated by the simulation 
[15], [16]. However, it has not been validated by any 
experiments.  

In this paper, the 20-inch typical and coated MCP-PMT 
samples are developed. Experiments are conducted to 
systematically investigate their performances. 

2. EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES & RESULTS 
The 20-inch coated MCP-PMT samples (shown in Fig.2.) 

including the transmission-reflection photocathode, two 
focusing electrodes and a pair of “V” stacked coated MCPs 
are developed in XIOPM lab to validate the effectiveness of 
this approach. The collection efficiencies CEs of the typical 
and coated MCP-PMTs are investigated by the experiments. 
A relative measurement method is developed to characterize 
their performances. As mentioned above, CE is expressed as 
a ratio of DE to QE. In our experiments, the illuminated point 
on the photocathode corresponding to the maximum 
collection efficiency (CEmax) is chosen as a reference. The 
relative collection efficiency (CEr) for other illuminated 
points is expressed as 

 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

=
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

= 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟
𝑄𝑄𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

 (2) 

where DEmax and QEmax are the detection efficiency and 
quantum efficiency of the reference point. The relative CE 
can be obtained by the relative DE (DEr) divided by the 
relative QE (QEr). 

 

Fig.2.  The 20-inch coated MCP-PMT sample developed in XIOPM. 

A. Detection efficiency 
In the photon counting mode, DE is defined as the ratio of 

the number of counted pulses (output pulses Nd) to the 
incident photons (Np) [16]. Keeping the light intensity and 
time constant, Np is supposed to be a constant for the tested 
PMTs. DEr is given by 

 𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 = 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶
𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

=
𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑
𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝

𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝

= 𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑
𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 (3) 

Ndmax is the total number of the counted pulses in the single 
photoelectron (SPE) spectrum at the relative point.  

The setup scheme to measure the SPE spectrum is shown 
in Fig.3. A dark box is built to house a 410 nm LED light 
source along with the PMT being tested. The LED employed 
in the tests is fired by a Tektronix AFG3102 pulse generator 
which outputs a TTL synchronization signal as well. By the 
TTL-to-NIM converter, the TTL synchronization signal is 
transformed to a NIM signal. The anode signal is sent to a 
CAEN V965 QDC which has two optional LSB (25 fC or 
200 fC) to be digitized. For the high quality SPE spectrum 
measurements, the resolution of 25 fC is chosen. The 
transformed NIM signal serves as the integration trigger time 
window of QDC.  

 

Fig.3.  Schematic view of the SPE spectrum measurement setup. 

The probability P(n,µ)  that n photoelectrons (PEs) can be 
collected is expressed as 

 𝑃𝑃(𝑛𝑛, 𝜇𝜇 ) = 𝜇𝜇𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇

𝑛𝑛!
  (4) 
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where µ is the mean number of photoelectrons emitted from 
the photocathode [17]. If the signal to pedestal (n = 0) ratio is 
1/9 (it can be obtained by adjusting the light intensity), the 
probability of the single PE to that of the multiple PEs is 
P(n = 1)/P(n >1) = 21. In this case, the signal is supposed to 
be SPE spectrum [18]. 

The SPE spectrums of the 20-inch typical and coated MCP-
PMTs are measured. Several points in the angular range -
45° ≤ θ ≤ 45°, as exhibited in Fig.4. , are illuminated. Result 
in Fig.5. shows that the signal of the coated MCP-PMT (right 
side) has a narrower FWHM and higher peak, which indicates 
that the spread of the output pulse charge distribution is 
narrower, and the gain uniformity is better. Besides, energy 
resolution (also known as pulse height resolution, PHR) is 
expressed as  
 PHR = FWHM

peak
× 100 % (5) 

Narrow signal FWHM and high peak will also result in a 
high precise PHR. 

 

Fig.4.  Diagrammatic sketch of the photocathode illuminated points 
represented by the blue dots and the included angle θ.  

Fig.5.  The typical (left side) and the coated (right side) MCP-PMT SPE spectrums for various illuminated points. 

The point θ = -30° on the photocathode of the coated MCP-
PMT is chosen as the reference for its maximum total number 
of the counted pulse. Fig.6. exhibits the relative detection 
efficiencies of the typical (DErt) and the coated (DErc) MCP-
PMTs. As can be seen, DErc exceeds DErt substantially.  

 

Fig.6.  The relative detection efficiencies of the typical and the 
coated MCP-PMTs versus the illuminated position. 

B. Quantum efficiency 
QE is calculated by the following formula [19]:  

 𝑄𝑄𝐸𝐸 = ℎ∙𝑐𝑐∙𝑆𝑆
𝜆𝜆∙𝑒𝑒

 (6) 

where h is Planck’s constant, λ is the wavelength of the 
incident light, c is the light velocity in vacuum and e is the 
electron charge. S is the radiant sensitivity, namely, 

 𝑆𝑆 = 𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑡𝑡

 (7) 

Ilight is the incident light intensity, which is kept constant. I is 
the cathode current of the MCP-PMT. QEr is expressed as  

  𝑄𝑄𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 = 𝑄𝑄𝐶𝐶
𝑄𝑄𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

= 𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 (8) 

where Imax is the cathode current illuminated at the reference 
point. 

A setup is built to measure the MCP-PMT cathode current. 
The 410 nm LED light is employed to illuminate the 
photocathode. The MCP-PMT photocurrents are measured by 
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a Keithley 6517B electrometer. Fig.7. shows the measured 
currents versus the applied voltage for the PMT samples at 
θ = 0°. The current plateau indicates that all of the 
photoelectrons emitted from the cathode are collected, thus, 
the corresponding current value is adopted to calculate the 
relative QE. As exhibited in Fig.8., the relative quantum 
efficiencies of the typical and the coated MCP-PMTs peak at 
θ = -30° and -45°, respectively.  

 

Fig.7.  The measured cathode currents at 410 nm versus applied 
voltage for the PMT samples at θ = 0°. 

 

Fig.8.  The relative quantum efficiencies of the typical and the 
coated MCP-PMTs versus the illuminated position. 

C. Collection efficiency 
Based on the above measurements, the relative collection 

efficiencies of the typical and the coated MCP-PMTs are 
obtained by (2). Results are exhibited in Fig.9. CE of the 
coated MCP-PMT has a significant improvement, which 
exceeds the typical one substantially over all the angular 
range. The collection efficiencies of the typical and the coated 
MCP-PMTs peak at θ = -15° and -30°, respectively. CE at the 
positive side is flatter. In addition, CEs of both typical and 
coated MCP-PMTs at the negative angles are higher than 
those at the positives with the same absolute value, which is 
attributed to the 10° bias angle of the MCP channel. 
Photoelectrons from the positive angles have a higher chance 
to land on the penetrating electrode layer than those at 
negatives with the same absolute value. Experiments validate 
that coating MCP with a high SEY film is an effective 
approach to improve CE. It is worth noting that uncertainties 

in Fig.6. to Fig.9. are small, and it is difficult to separate them 
from the data symbols. 

 

Fig.9.  The relative collection efficiencies of the typical and the 
coated MCP-PMTs versus the illuminated position. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Coating MCP with a high SEY material is supposed to be 
an effective approach to improve CE of the large area MCP-
PMT. In this work, experiments are conducted to validate its 
feasibility and effectiveness. A relative method is developed 
to characterize the CE performance. Results show that CE of 
the coated MCP-PMT has a significant improvement. This 
research gives an important reference for the development of 
the detectors based on the MCP with high CE, DE and high 
precise PHR requirements. 
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